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Abstract. This paper pre田nts a self-play e耳>eriment in the domain of 

compu町 O恥:llo. It explores 曲.e relation between playing s回ngth and 

o由er factors, including 也e len紳 of 伊mes， the difference of discs at the 

end of a 伊me， winning rate and 命aw rate. 百le 鎚lιplay experiment h錨

been performed using one of the strongest Othello programs, Wzebra. The 

experimental results show 叩me deep insight 血旬也e 伊me properties of 

O也ello. We e布切t 白紙翻tistics obtained by such a 田lf-play experiment 

would be an indica:ωr to predict the 伊me・theoretic value of complex 伊mes

like chess and shogi. 

l.In甘oduction

This paper presents a selι.playexpc拡iment in 

the domain of computer 0由ello. It explores 白e

relation betwl田n playing strength and other 

factors, including 由.e length of ga:m回，白e

di宵erence of discs at the end of a 伊me，

winning rate and draw rate. 百le selιplay 

experiment has b田n performed 国血g one of 

the s釘ongest Othello progrョms， Wzebra. The 

experimen凶 res叫ts show some de叩血sight

into the g:儲ne properties of 0血ello. As a 四且叫t

of self-play in ∞mputer Othello, the cle町

diffe四n偲 W曲 seen with the se町ch ply in 

white and black winning rates, the dif島田nceof
the number of dis回， andi旬 variation.

2. Experiment method 

We played nine matches at fixed iteration 

depths ranging 企om 9・17 plies with 3∞-ωo 

games per ma.凶1. The selιplay experiment h部

been performed using one of the s位ongest

O血ello ， progr加ns， Wzebra[4]. We 瑚ed a 

2.4OHZ Pentium4 compu:胞r running Windows 

XP. We removed same re∞rds， and 200 games 

were extracted at random. We inve凶gated

win国ng rates and draw ra旬， the di島rence of 

number of dis伺 andi飽 var:羽田e.

3. Experimental results 

四e ゐUow血g res叫旬 were obtained after 

e却erimenting 田ing the above-mentioned 

experiment setting. 
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ply Black win White win Draw 

9 61 125 14 

10 98 80 22 

11 87 91 22 

12 86 98 16 

13 72 107 21 

14 85 93 22 

15 73 102 25 

16 77 104 19 

17 61 108 31 

Table 1. Search ply and number of winning 

ply Black win White win Draw 

9 0.305 0.625 0.070 

10 0.490 0.400 0.110 

11 0.435 0.455 0.110 

12 0.430 0.490 0.080 

13 0.360 0.535 0.105 

14 0.425 0.465 0.110 

15 0.365 0.510 0.125 

16 0.385 0.520 0.095 

17 0.305 0.540 0.155 

Table 2. Search ply and winning rate 

ply *出E varlance 

9 -2.550 11.05 

10 0.215 8.637 

11 ー1.825 10.32 

12 -0.160 7.983 

13 -1.910 10.26 

14 -0.275 8.608 

15 -1.335 8.973 

16 -0.525 7.561 

17 -1.690 7.841 

Table 3. Search ply and difference of discs and 

its variance(diff. What subtracted the number 

of white stones 金om the number of black 

s加nes)

Figure 1. Search ply and winning rate 

Figure 2. Search ply and di島rence of 白白

andi旬 variance

A big difference is seen by whether the search 

ply of any res叫t is odd, or the number 凶 even.

Moreover, the deeper the depth of search ply, 

the smaller the gap between the odd and' even 

search becomes. 
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4. Discussion 

In a ∞mputer game, the ab出.ty of a computer 

improves 曲 the depth of seareh ply becomes 

lar酔r fund田nen:句l1y[3]， Predi刷ng more 

deepl:ぁ it 泊 beca'国e v町io田 mお阻kes are 

avoided 叩erem田， a deeper seareh ω町espond

旬 an increased player's skill. In addi伽n， in

Othello, the parity of the depth of search ply 

has afTec飽dvic旬Iryor defeat 旬 a degree. 

4.1 百le parity of search dep由

improvement about the state of a:晶irs

evalu柑onofthe ope国ngp町t and the middle 

s旬伊・ In shogi or Go, the四泊 no program 

which can be mught fi均台卸 with man's top 

player, but 血Othello， the ∞mpu'飴r お

overwhelmingly脚on酔，rthanman凪品開nω，]，

Although the seareh spa僧 of Othello is much 

smaller than shogi and Go, and it h曲

面盟国nced that it applies a burden greatly 加

man's memory capab出ty that the ra胞 of

change of a st脚 ofa血irsislarge・

4.3 The diffi町'ence of the winning rate of 

Although so鵬 excep伽回 exis旬 by andnumb町 of也.e discs 

担iterv阻，tionofa p倒s etc. in Othello, the game 
length is alm伺t fixed 加 60 mov朗. 80, 
w副総Iblack g田，s in加 perゐct play mode in 

advance when the number of 嶋田'Ch ply is 

oddleven. Computer judges it お defeat， when 

neither a w担 pro偶蹄 nor a draw pro健闘 is

mund Even if it 伊nerally turns out that he 

10伺s， a move with the po回ibility of an 

泊.ve:問ion is pointed out. However，血由e

pe地ct mo也， s函館 a mistake is not made, 

rem周回nggame after it is mean血gle回.百at 泊

加 say that, the game ends 舗 itse回 theplayer 

whogωsin旬色heperfect mode first. 

4.2Pec叫iar character of 0血.ello

Fig.l and Fig.2 show that a res叫t 泊 sharply

changed with the seareh ply. The degree of 

Othello from which the situa出n of a board 

changes by a move 泊 larger than other 伊mes.

The average number of legal move お aboutten. 

F叫ly， it ∞nñ淘es a player who deals with it. 80, 
it will be e回y 加 produce the inversion of the 

situation if it happens bemre reaching the 

perfect mode. If it says in another viewpoint, it 
can be said tha色 there お the p伺sibility of an 

The ten也ncy 旬∞nver酔 thew祖国ngra旬 and

adi舵也島，ren田 on a 偲rtain value 旭鴎en 掴

the seareh depth be∞mes large. 

8国叫阿国ous1l月 a tendency mr the variation in 

data 加 b似:ome small is cle町~ From Fig. 1, it is 
S鵠n that there is a tendency 旬∞nverge the 

w祖国ng ra飴 of black ぉ alm倒t 50% and the 

w祖国ngraぬ ofwhite is alm伺t 40%. From Fig. 

2, it is predic飽dthat what will be conver酔don
whitew担s with 1 也sc 也島ren僧.

Following are the two pieces of information 

acquired from above. The 1st is that the 

program used mr the experiment has 

appropriate state of a1JairS evalua偏on. Fig. 1 

shows that the跨お a big 必島腸n飽 in the 

w祖国ng rate of black and wh恥 at the time of 

the depth 9 of嶋田'Chply. Howeveζthew面ning

rate of black and white is re鴨四ed at the 舗me

of the depth 10 of seareh ply. Thisお∞m血g

企om the predom血ance which can go in加 the

perfect mode first，回 alreadys踊.ted.

The advantage from which prediction 酔es 担旬

the per色ct mode pre吋ouslyin a shallow stage 

is very large. Then, how is the size of the 
advantage in c蹄e of deep pre也ction? 叩e
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w血国ng rate in c回e the search ply is 16，阻d

the winning rate at the time of being 17 have a 

small differen目印mpared with the time of 9 

and 10 which are the shallow stages of 

pre也.ction. This shows that the sta旬 ofa助国

evaluation お stabilized and a program beωmes 

8岡ng， if prediction beωmes deep. When 

ω国idering a player who 泊 close 加 a random 

player, it お clear 旬 be∞me advantageous if it 

can go into pe地ct mode first. As prediction 

beωmes deep, the advantage which 伊伺 inω

the perゐct mode previously be∞mes smaller. 

This shows that the ∞mpu胞r お carηing out 

suitable state of a血irs evalua伽乱

The 2nd thin伊泊 in Othello, white is 

fundamentally advantageo田. Ex田pt for the 

time of the se町也:h ply being 10, the white 
w祖国ng rate h踊 e沼:eeded the black win国ng

rate in all c舶es. Since the search ply is 凶E

shallow when the search ply is 10, a play which 

淘c1回e 加 a random player is c町ried out. 

Therefore, the advantage which goes in加 the

perfect mode mst 泊 large. Consequently, it is 
thought that w曲 the re幽on the w祖国ng ra飴

W回 reversed. However, in all other c踊eswhite

h曲四国ededblack in i旬 w祖国ngpercen阻ge.lf

the search ply is made deep, the performance of 
the sta旬 ofa白irs evaluation will improve and 

a decisive mistake will not be made. That can 

be read also in change of variat語on.Variation お

自maller 回 the search ply be∞mes deep. When 

prediction 泊 deep， the mistake of a program 

decreases and it cho叩es themove ∞nsidered 旬

be right. The differenl僧 ofthe w祖国ngra旬 of

white and black お decisive in such a sta胎.

From this, if it plays directly, Othel1o will be 
considered 旬 be a game which お more

advantageous 旬 whiω.

5. Summary 

As a result of self-play in ∞mpuぬr Othello, the 

cle町 di島rencew曲 S偶nwith the 随阻む:hplyin

whi旬 andblack winning ra加s， the di晶renceof

the number of discs, and i鈎 varia陶孔It w踊

possible 加 e却醐s the correctness of the 

evaluation function of a program, and the 
sp回同1 charac旬ristics of Othello. In the future 

we would like 加 predict what kind of resul旬 it

would yield when the game of Othel1o is solved 

byus血gthe data acquired from this study with 

6 x 6 Othello. We will also try to de旬rmine

where the game's eq.国出lrium li伺 by 伽田恒g

on the changes in evaluation values and 

analyzing how it ∞Impares 加 g田nes with long 

his加Iry of refi詢ent in term of e副.tement.
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